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Merkland; Or, Self Sacrifice 2013 unlike some other reproductions of classic
texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to
bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images
such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality
of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel
they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy
Merkland Or, Self Sacrifice 2016-06-23 suicide in the forms of martyrdom self
sacrifice or self immolation is perennially controversial should it rightly
be termed suicide does religion sanction it should it be celebrated or
anathematized at least some idealization of such self chosen deaths is found
in every religious tradition treated in this volume from ascetic heroes who
conquer their passions to save others by dying to righteous warriors who
suffer and die valiantly while challenging the status quo at the same time
there are persistent disputes about the concepts used to justify these deaths
such as altruism heroism and religion itself in this volume renowned scholars
bring their literary and historical expertise to bear on the contested issue
of religiously sanctioned suicide three examine contemporary movements with
disputed classical roots while eleven look at classical religious literatures
which variously laud and disparage figures who invite self harm to the point
of death overall the volume offers an important scholarly corrective to the
axiom that religious traditions simply and always embrace life at any cost



Martyrdom, Self-Sacrifice, and Self-Immolation 2018-05-01 merkland or self
sacrifice has been considered important throughout human history in an effort
to ensure that this work is never lost we have taken steps to secure its
preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for both current
and future generations this complete book has been retyped redesigned and
reformatted since these books are not scans of the authors original
publications the text is readable and clear
Merkland; Or, Self Sacrifice 2023-05-18 excerpt from self sacrifice the
grandest manifestation of the divine and the true principle of christian life
or the lost power of christian zeal restored to the church scepticism is
abroad there is a rustling among the dry bones a shaking of those things
which are to be removed that those things which cannot be shaken may remain
anxiety is felt fears expressed and efforts put forth to meet what is
regarded as the demand of the day at all times there has been is and will be
commotion agitation and misgiving and in such times it is especially
incumbent on truth seekers to distinguish between the real and enduring the
mutable and the evanescent of truth between the body and soul of revelation
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an



imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
Self-sacrifice, Or the Pioneers of Fuegia. Compiled for the Board of
Publication by Sarah A. Myers 2004-01 over the last decade the increasing
phenomenon of suicide terrorism has raised questions about how it might be
rational for individuals to engage in such acts this book examines a range of
different forms of political self sacrifice including hunger strikes self
burning and non violent martyrdom all of which have taken place in resistance
to foreign interference karin fierke sets out to study the strategic and
emotional dynamics that arise from the image of the suffering body including
political contestation surrounding the identification of the victim as a
terrorist or martyr the meaning of the death as suicide or martyrdom and the
extent to which this contributes to the reconstruction of community identity
political self sacrifice offers a counterpoint to rationalist accounts of
international terrorism in terrorist and security studies and is a novel
contribution to the growing literature on the role of emotion and trauma in
international politics
Love; or, Self-sacrifice 1868 the concept of self sacrifice is highly
important to korean americans with hierarchy of age social status and gender
defined roles taking primacy over equality and justice self sacrifice becomes



instrumental in maintaining family and social relationships unfortunately in
family relationships sacrifice has more to do with submission and endurance
than it does with sacrificial service that is redemptive and mutually
beneficial when self sacrifice carries hidden motives coercive responsibility
obligation shame guilt or one s reputation that self sacrifice is not self
giving neither serving nor being of mutual benefit in this context it is
important to explore the attitudes and motives of self sacrifice in korean
american families in unlocking and exploring the dynamics of the theology and
practice of self sacrifice for korean americans this book explores cultural
virtues marital relationships gender inequality domestic violence and their
theological implications the author introduces a new approach and model with
a proposal for a healthier and a more judicious understanding of self
sacrifice for korean american family relationships the element of equal
regard as pertaining to self sacrifice offers korean americans a refreshing
hope in the perspective of familial relationships and a liberating casting
off of culturally and religiously imposed burdens the korean american family
ought to be grounded on a love ethic of equal regard and place its value on
mutuality self sacrifice and individual fulfillment when this is done
sacrificial love can be understood as justly appropriated for both husbands
and wives males and females and parents and children thus christian teaching
and theology may deliver a more transparent message of true agape and its
liberating effects for the marginalized especially women and children



The Chancellor's Chaplain: Or, Self-Sacrifice 1858 this scarce antiquarian
book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we
believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part
of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s
literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the
original work
SELF-SACRIFICE 2018 excerpt from the gabled house or self sacrifice mother
dear mother 1 and little children pulling at her gown call back the fleeting
spirit hushing a sob the father lifts the babe of a month old up for a
parting kiss once more the head falls back and the white lids open may kneel
down beside me lay your cheek to mine and promise me my child to take my
place comfort your father and be a mother to these little ones i promise
mother l and laying her round cheek close to the face of the dying a shower
of kisses fell on the trembling lips about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any



imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
Self-Sacrifice, Or the Pioneers of Fuegia Compiled for the Board of
Publication by Sarah a Myers 2006-09-01 excerpt from self sacrifice or the
pioneers of fuegia firmness and constancy of purpose that withstands all
solicitations and in spite of all dangers goes on straight to its object is
very often sublime the resolution of st paul in going to jerusalem where he
had the firmest conviction he should undergo every species of danger and
persecution is a beautiful instance of the moral sublime and there is
something exceedingly majestic in the steadiness with which the great apostle
of the gentiles points out the single object of his life and in the
unquenchable courage with which he walks towards it he says what mean ye to
weep and to break my heart i am ready not to be bound only but to die at
jerusalem for the name of jesus i know that ye all among whom i have preached
the kingdom of god shall see my face no more ye yourselves know that these
hands have ministered to my necessities about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition



we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
Self-Sacrifice, Or, The Pioneers of Fuegia 1861 merkland or self sacrifice by
mrs oliphant published by good press good press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction
and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we
issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and
devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high quality digital format
Self-Sacrifice 2015-07-13 excerpt from minna raymond or self sacrifice a tale
for the young in availing myself of your kind permis sion to dedicate my
little book to you i cannot but express my regret that it should not be more
worthy of such a distinction yet i venture to hope that although in point of
composition my work may be of the humblest there is in the story neither
principle nor expression which need make me unwilling to ask for it the
sanction of a name which i have so much reason to regard with the most
sincere and affectionate respect i will therefore only conclude by thanking
you for thus adding to the many favours you have already conferred on about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of



an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
Love Or, Self-sacrifice 1880 suicide in the forms of martyrdom self sacrifice
or self immolation is perennially controversial should it rightly be termed
suicide does religion sanction it should it be celebrated or anathematized at
least some idealization of such self chosen deaths is found in every
religious tradition treated in this volume from ascetic heroes who conquer
their passions to save others by dying to righteous warriors who suffer and
die valiantly while challenging the status quo at the same time there are
persistent disputes about the concepts used to justify these deaths such as
altruism heroism and religion itself in this volume renowned scholars bring
their literary and historical expertise to bear on the contested issue of
religiously sanctioned suicide three examine contemporary movements with
disputed classical roots while eleven look at classical religious literatures
which variously laud and disparage figures who invite self harm to the point
of death overall the volume offers an important scholarly corrective to the
axiom that religious traditions simply and always embrace life at any cost



Love 2016-08-07 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of
the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant
The Gabled House, Or, Self-sacrifice 1869 excerpt from merkland or self
sacrifice was not in the least degree like what my son mrs ross stiffly while
me grew pale you will see that orders are strictly attended to may and let
duncan come to whenever we have had breakfast take your place anne about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to



digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
Self-Sacrifice, Or, The Pioneers of Fuegia 1861 this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Love Or Self-sacrifice: a Story 1868 the aim of this book is to foster a more



explicit and direct discussion of the concept of sacrifice and its importance
in moral philosophy acts of self sacrifice have a special place in our moral
lives we admire and celebrate those who give up their lives so that others
may live despite this important role that sacrifice plays in our moral
thinking moral philosophers have had surprisingly little to say about the
nature of sacrifice this lack of attention to the nature of sacrifice is
particularly important given that sacrifice also has an important role to
play in several key debates in moral philosophy the chapters in this volume
make an important contribution to our understanding of sacrifice in three
areas the first part of the book investigates the nature of sacrifice the
next group of chapters investigates the role of sacrifice in moral philosophy
three of these pieces investigate the role of sacrifice in our moral lives
generally while two investigate the role of sacrifice in relation to
particular moral theories the final two chapters investigate the value of
sacrifice in relation to political and theological issues the chapters in
this book were originally published as a special issue of the international
journal of philosophical studies
Merkland: or, Self Sacrifice 2021-01-18 various fundamental and vital areas
and aspects of human life are in some way crucially interwoven with the ideas
ideals and practices of sacrifice as an attention grabbing example of how
importantly sacrifice may influence society let us mention suicide terrorist
attacks that by spreading sorrow panics and fear have changed the face of



today s world but the importance of sacrifice reaches broader and deeper the
authors of this book show that it is connected with the origins of human
culture and its transformations this interdisciplinary book brings the
results of the research in the areas of humanities and social science various
aspects of sacrifice are considered and connected the book is an important
contribution to the formation of a culture of sacrifice and offering
appropriate for the modern world professor robert petkovsek is the dean of
the faculty of theology university of ljubljana research professor bojan
zalec is the head of the institute of philosophy and social ethics at the
faculty of theology university of ljubljana
Political Self-Sacrifice 2012-11-29 from childhood we re taught one central
non controversial idea about morality self sacrifice is a virtue it is
universally accepted that serving the needs of others rather than our own is
the essence of morality to be ethical it is believed is to be altruistic
questioning this belief is regarded as tantamount to questioning the self
evident here peter schwartz questions it in defense of selfishness refutes
widespread misconceptions about the meaning of selfishness and of altruism
basing his arguments on ayn rand s ethics of rational self interest schwartz
demonstrates that genuine selfishness is not exemplified by the brutal
plundering of an attila the hun or the conniving duplicity of a bernard
madoff to the contrary such people are acting against their actual long range
interests the truly selfish individual is committed to moral principles and



lives an honest productive self respecting life he does not feed
parasitically off other people instead he renounces the unearned and deals
with others in both the material and spiritual realms by offering value for
value to mutual benefit the selfish individual schwartz maintains lives by
reason not force he lives by production and trade not by theft and fraud he
disavows the mindlessness of the do whatever you feel like emotionalist and
upholds rationality as his primary virtue he takes pride in his achievements
and does not sacrifice himself to others nor does he sacrifice others to
himself according to the code of altruism however you must embrace self
sacrifice you must subordinate yourself to others altruism calls not for
cooperation and benevolence but for servitude it demands that you surrender
your interests to the needs of others that you regard serving others as the
moral justification of your existence that you be willing to suffer so that a
non you might benefit to this schwartz asks simply why why should the fact
that you have achieved any success make you indebted to those who haven t why
does the fact that someone needs your money create a moral entitlement to it
while the fact that you ve earned it doesn t using vivid real life examples
in defense of selfishness illustrates the iniquity of requiring one man to
serve the needs of another this provocative book challenges readers to re
examine the standard by which they decide what is morally right or wrong
The Motives of Self-Sacrifice in Korean American Culture, Family, and
Marriage 2014-01-24 this book explains how reparative self sacrificial



righteousness is at the heart of paul s gospel and how divine self sacrifice
authenticates that gospel via human reciprocity toward god in reconciliation
paul moser explores the controversial matters regarding paul s message in a
way that highlights the coherence and profundity of his message
Self-Sacrifice Or Revolution? 2005-12-01 everybody knows someone who always
gives money to their always needy brother or never seems to find time for his
or her self and we all know someone who would be much happier if they could
just work up the nerve to tell a dead beat boyfriend or a nosey neighbor to
go away in his latest book don smith tells us the frightening consequences if
we don t learn to say no and the happiness we can find if we do learn to say
no
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